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Step 2: Position the (2) Unit F3 & F4 (TLS #8) onto your strips and 
reposition each paper as needed to cut (20) pieces matching the 
size and shape of the (TLS), (4) pieces from each Fabric #. 

Step 3: Stack (10) fabric pieces under each (TLS #8) paper. Cut 
the templates on each Cut Line in numerical order to separate the 
individual pieces. 

Step 4: Sort Temp. F-1 fabric pieces by fabric # and clip a paper 
template to the fabric beneath. You should have (5) stacks of (16)  
pieces of the same fabric in each. Stack the section templates in 
reverse alphabetical order so Fabric F3:e is on the bottom and 
Fabric F3:a is on the top. Place in Bag #F2. 

 ► Fabric F4: (TLS) #9 & #10
NOTE - If you precut your fabric strips using the Quiltster APP, you will 
need to sub-cut each 8-1/4" strip into (1) 4-3/4" strip and (1) 3-1/2" 
strip to achieve the number of strips listed in Step 1.

Step 1: Cut (4) 4-3/4" by 42" strips and (4) 3-1/2" by 42" strips 
from Fabric F4. 

Step 2: Stack the 4-3/4" by 42" strips facing right-side-up. 
Position Units F3 & F4, (TLS #9) on the left-hand end of the strips 
and cut (4) pieces matching the size and shape of the TLS. Rotate 
the template and reposition on the right-hand end of the strip to 
cut (4) more pieces matching the size and shape of the TLS. 

Step 3: Cut the templates on each Cut Line in numerical order 
to separate the individual 
pieces. Clip the templates 
to the fabric beneath and 
place in Bag #F2.

Step 4: Stack the 3-1/2" by 42" strips facing right-side-up. 
Position Units F3 & F4, (TLS #10) on the left-hand end of the strips 
and cut (4) pieces matching the size and shape of the TLS. Rotate 
the template and reposition on the right-hand end of the strip to 
cut (4) more pieces matching the size and shape of the TLS .

Step 5: Cut the templates on each Cut Line in numerical order 
to separate the individual pieces. Clip the templates to the fabric 
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beneath and place in Bag 
#F2.

 ► Fabric F5: (TLS) #11 & #12
Step 1: Cut (4) 10" by 42" strips from Fabric F5. Stack the strips 
facing right-side-up. Position both Unit F1, F6 & F8 (TLS #11) and 
Unit F2, F5 & F7 (TLS #12) onto your strips and cut (4) pieces 
matching the size of each template.

Step 2: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each Cut Line. Place Temp F1-3 and Temp F2-3 into 
Bag #F1. Place Temp F6-4, Temp F8-1, Temp F5-1 and Temp F7-4 
into Bag #F3.

 ► Fabric F6: (TLS) #13
Step 1: Cut (4) 3" by 42" strips from Fabric F6. Stack the strips 
facing right-side-up. Position the Units F5, F6, F7, F8 (TLS #13) 
onto your strips and cut (4) rectangles matching the size of the 
template.

Step 2: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each Cut Line. Clip each paper to the fabric pieces 
below and place into Bag #F3.

 ► Fabric F7: (TLS) #14 & #15
Step 1: Cut (4) 5" by 42" strips from Fabric F7. Stack the strips 
facing right-side-up. Position both Unit F5 & F8 (TLS #14) and Unit 
F6 & F7 (TLS #15) onto your strips and cut (4) pieces matching the 
size of each template.

Step 2: The cutting is completed by slicing through the paper 
and fabric on each Cut Line. Clip each paper to the fabric pieces 
below and place into Bag #F3.
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